ready to order
DESIGN LIBRARY

BELLY BANDS
Belly bands bundle insert cards together inside the mailing
envelope for a neat presentation and added color and texture.
Choose from paper, ribbon or twine, and layer for even more
interest (as shown with the paper and ribbon belly band at left).
For layered bands, add the prices for each layer to calculate
your total price.
STANDARD BELLY BANDS
$15 / qty. 25

LUXE BELLY BANDS
$25 / qty. 25

solid paper, twine, satin ribbon

printed paper, upgraded ribbon

SOLID PAPER

SATIN RIBBON

PRINTED PAPER

DUPIONI SILK

HAND-DYED SILK

luxe

standard

TWINE

ENVELOPE LINERS
A great envelope liner is the crowing glory of your invitation
suite. Adding texture, color and pattern, it can bring the whole
design scheme together and add the perfect “wow” factor
when guests first open your envelopes. They also add an extra
layer of thickness and protection to your mailing envelopes,
keeping the contents a little more secure.
STANDARD LINERS
starting at $100

CUSTOM LINERS
starting at $150

solid or shimmer paper

patterned, handmade, imported

STANDARD
see color palette for available papers

CUSTOM
see below for available papers

CUSTOM LINER SELECTION

GOLD BROCADE

GRAPHITE LACE

FAN MARBLE

SILVER MARBLE

GOLD MARBLE

BLACK MINI CHEVRON

GOLD MINI CHEVRON

VENETIAN FLORAL

BRUSHSTROKES

ROSALIA

CUSTOM PATTERNED LINER SELECTION
printed in your choice of colors

SWISS DOTS

STRIPE, HORIZONTAL
OR VERTICAL

DIAGONAL STRIPE

HONEYCOMB

POCKET FOLDERS

TAGS

When you have multiple insert cards to include in your suite,
such as Reception cards, Accommodations cards, and
Weekend itineraries, a pocket folder can corral all of the
pieces and create a professional presentation. Embellish the
outside with details like belly bands and tags for an impressive
first look right out of the envelope.

Top off your suite with a sweet finishing touch in miniature
form. Tags can be tied to ribbon or twine, adhered to a paper
belly band, or used as a seal for pocket folders. Measuring
2.25” square or 3” x 2” in standard papers.

STANDARD POCKETS
$45 / qty 25

PREMIUM POCKETS
$65 / qty 25

solid or shimmer paper

premium papers, embossed textures

HORIZONTAL

STANDARD TAGS
$20 / qty 25

VERTICAL

COLOR PALETTE
envelopes, inks (matte only), belly bands, envelope liners

RED

PERSIMMON

FUCHSIA

PAPAYA

CORAL

BLOSSOM

CURRY

SUNSHINE

CHARTREUSE

SAGE

MINT

POOL

BLUEBELL

PEACOCK

ROYAL

NIGHT

PLUM

BEET

AUBERGINE

SLATE

TEXTURED

TEXTURED

SHIMMER

SHIMMER

SHIMMER

SHIMMER

SHIMMER

BLUSH

STONE

SILVER

GOLD LEAF

NUDE

CORAL

OPAL

GRAVEL

PAPER
BAG

BLACK

DUE TO VARIATIONS IN COMPUTER MONITORS, ACTUAL COLORS MAY VARY FROM ON-SCREEN REPRESENTATIONS

